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Abstract
Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics is used to investigate the heat current
due to the atomic lattice vibrations in graphene nanoribbons and nanorings
under a thermal gradient. We consider a wide range of temperature, nanoribbon
widths up to 6 nm and the effect of moderate edge disorder. We find that narrow
graphene nanorings can efficiently suppress the lattice thermal conductivity at
low temperatures (∼ 100 K), as compared to nanoribbons of the same width.
Remarkably, rough edges do not appear to have a large impact on lattice energy
transport through graphene nanorings while nanoribbons seem more affected
by imperfections. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the effects of hydrogen-
saturated edges can be neglected in these graphene nanostructures.
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1. Introduction
Advances in nanotechnology demand a better understanding of heat trans-
port in nanoscale systems. The increased levels of dissipated power in ever
smaller devices make the search for high thermal conductors essential [1–3].
On the other hand, thermoelectric energy conversion requires materials with a
strongly suppressed thermal conductivity, but still high electronic conduction.
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In this regard, one of the main goals in thermoelectric research is to find materi-
als with a high figure of merit ZT = S2σT/κ, which assesses the thermoelectric
efficiency of a system [4]. Here S stands for the Seebeck coefficient, and σ and κ
are the electric and thermal conductivities at a temperature T , respectively [5].
Both electrons and lattice vibrations contribute to the heat current and conse-
quently κ = κel+κlat. Therefore, it is necessary to minimize both contributions
to κ while keeping σ and S high. Unfortunately, parameters κ, σ and S cannot
be adjusted independently in most bulk materials. For instance, the ratio σ/κel
in metals is determined from the Wiedemann-Franz law [6]. Hence reducing the
lattice thermal conductivity κlat by increasing phonon scattering is one of the
most promising routes to improve thermoelectric materials.
Several works have demonstrated theoretically [7–10] and experimentally [11–
14] that nanometer-sized objects exhibit thermoelectric efficiency unachievable
with bulk materials. In particular, quantum effects allow thermoelectric de-
vices to overcome the limitations arising from the classical Wiedemann-Franz
law: nanodevices with sharp resonances in the electron transmission (such as
Fano lineshapes) are in principle ideal candidates for highly efficient waste
heat-to-electricity converters because the ratio σ/κel increases well above the
Wiedemann-Franz limit [15–21]. Thus, ballistic electrons in nanodevices pave a
possible way to achieve large ZT and consequently more efficient thermoelectric
devices as refrigerators and generators [22].
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) can behave as single-channel room-tempera-
ture ballistic electrical conductors on a length scale greater than ten microns [23].
Recent advances in nanotechnology enable the fabrication of devices based on
GNRs, such as quantum nanorings [24–28], that can show ballistic transport
and consequently are good candidates to exploit quantum effects even at room
temperature. Although ballistic electron transport yields higher values of both σ
and κel, it turns out that the ratio S
2σ/κel becomes largely enhanced in quantum
nanorings due to the occurrence of Fano anti-resonances [29]. However, graphene
occupies a unique place amongst materials in terms of its thermal properties
because it possesses one of the highest lattice thermal conductivities. A high
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value of κlat is undesirable for thermoelectric applications but it can be greatly
reduced in GNRs by rough edges [30], hydrogen-passivation [31] and patterning
[32–36]. Since graphene is envisioned as a material of choice for a variety of
applications in future electronics, understanding how heat is carried in different
graphene nanostructures is crucial. Among these structures, graphene nanorings
stand out because of the straightforward way in which they exploit quantum
interference effects. These effects could be used for designing new quantum
interferometers [37–40] or spintronic devices [41, 42]. Recently, we demonstrated
theoretically that graphene nanorings might be useful as thermoelectric devices
too [29]. We found that quantum interference effects lead to large S and hence
high ZT when the heat current is solely due to electrons. Yet, lattice heat
conduction, which is expected to be the most important contribution to heat
transport in carbon materials due to the strong covalent sp2 bonding, had not
been studied in graphene nanorings.
In this work, we address the contribution of the atomic lattice to heat trans-
port in armchair GNRs and nanorings by using non-equilibrium molecular dy-
namics (NEMD) simulations as implemented in the LAMMPS Molecular Dy-
namics Simulator [43]. NEMD simulations provide a direct method to calculate
the lattice thermal conductivity. To this end, a heat flow through the system un-
der study establishes a temperature gradient across the system and Fourier’s law
brings about an estimate of the lattice thermal conductivity. We compare the
thermal conductivities of GNRs and rectangular graphene nanorings of widths
up to 6 nm over a wide range of temperature. Our study proves that the lattice
thermal conductivity κlat is greatly reduced in nanorings as compared to GNRs
due to higher scattering of lattice vibrations at bends. We also demonstrate
that edge disorder has a weaker impact on the heat current in nanorings as
compared to GNRs. Similarly, we find that the effects of hydrogen-saturated
edges can be safely neglected in these nanostructures.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the analysed structures. The top panel shows a GNR of width
W . The bottom panel displays a ”square” graphene nanoring. The red (blue) area represents
the hot (cold) contact where an amount of heat ∆ is introduced (removed) in every time step
of the NEMD simulation.
2. Model and methodology
In our study we focus on two different types of graphene nanostructures
connected to leads. The first system under consideration is a uniform rectan-
gular armchair GNR of width W , as seen in the top panel of Figure 1. We only
consider armchair GNRs since many studies have shown them to have a lower
thermal conductivity than zig-zag GNRs [44–46], thus being more suitable for
thermoelectric applications. The second kind of nanostructures are graphene
nanorings. For constructing the latter, a rectangular graphene ring is inserted
between two armchair nanoribbons of width W , as depicted in the lower panel
of Figure 1. The existence of bends along with the presence of two types of
edges (zigzag and armchair) give rise to stronger scattering of lattice vibrations
which is expected to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity, as compared with
uniform GNRs. We will show later that this is actually the case.
The lattice thermal conductivity is calculated using NEMD simulations [43,
47] in which the classical trajectories of Lagrangian particles (in our case, car-
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bon atoms) are obtained by numerically solving Newton’s equations of motion.
Atoms with initial positions and velocities are exposed to collisions governed by
an empirical interatomic potential. At each time step, the force acting on each
atom is obtained, and then, positions and velocities are updated.This is an ex-
cellent approximation for a wide range of materials; only when we consider light
atoms or vibrational motion with a frequency ω such that ~ω > kBT should we
worry about quantum effects [48]. As a general rule, the classical treatment will
be valid if the interparticle distance is much larger than the thermal de Broglie
wavelength Λth = h/
√
2pimkBT . This is indeed the scenario in our simulations
since the distance between C atoms is about 0.142 nm while Λth = 0.030 nm at
room temperature and Λth = 0.043 nm at T = 100 K.
NEMD simulations provide a direct method to calculate lattice thermal con-
ductivity by applying a perturbation to the system and measuring the response.
Most suitable choices of perturbations would be either imposing a thermal gra-
dient ∇T across the system or introducing a heat flow J . Throughout this work
we consider the latter case, that is, a heat flow is introduced and the subsequent
thermal gradient is calculated (further details about this choice will be given in
next section)[49, 50]. Then, Fourier’s law is applied to obtain the lattice thermal
conductivity κ (because we only address the lattice contribution to the thermal
conductivity we omit the subscript hereafter, unless otherwise stated)
J = κ∇T . (1)
The small size of the systems under study poses a question about the valid-
ity of Fourier’s law at the nanoscale but a comparison with more elaborated
approaches, such as the phonon Boltzmann transport equation, is beyond the
scope of the present manuscript. Nevertheless, previous studies on steady-state
thermal transport in nanostructures concluded that Fourier’s law is essentially
exact in the diffusive and ballistic limits (see Ref. [51] and references therein for
further details).
In this work, a time step of 0.5 fs is used in the simulations and carbon-
carbon interactions are described by the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond
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order (AIREBO) potential [52], which depends not only on the distance between
atoms but also on the local atomic environment, and therefore implicitly con-
tains many-body information. This potential has already been successfully im-
plemented to study thermal and mechanical properties of graphene [50, 53, 54].
The initial configuration is first equilibrated at a temperature T (typically the
mean target temperature) during 2× 106 time steps by keeping the two outer-
most rows of atoms at each end fixed (gray lines in Figure 1) while applying a
Nose-Hoover thermostat to the rest of the atoms which are free to move in three
dimensions. Then, we introduce a heat flow by adding at each time step a small
amount of energy (+∆ε) into the hot contact and removing the same amount of
energy (−∆ε) from the cold contact. This energy addition (subtraction) is done
by rescaling the velocity vectors at both contacts. In order to avoid non-linear
temperature profiles when ∆ε is too large or temperature fluctuations when ∆ε
is too small, we adjust ∆ε so that ∆T = Tmax − Tmin ' 0.2T . Since the value
of ∆ε is unknown beforehand it is found by performing iterative simulations
and adjusting ∆ε at each iteration step to obtain the target ∆T/T ratio. The
system is then switched to the constant volume and constant energy ensemble
and we run at least 107 time steps to allow the system to attain steady state.
Once it is reached, the three components of velocity are averaged over 107 time
steps. Then, the system is divided into slices and the temperature within each
slice is obtained from the expression T = (M/3NkB)
∑
i
(
〈vi〉2x+ 〈vi〉2y + 〈vi〉2z
)
,
where M is the mass of the carbon atom, N is the number of atoms in each
slab, kB denotes the Boltzmann’s constant and 〈vi〉µ stands for the time aver-
aged µ-component of velocity of atom i. The temperature gradient ∂T/∂x is
determined after a linear fit and the heat current, which can be defined as the
amount of energy transferred per unit time and cross sectional area, is calculated
as
J =
1
Wd
∆
∆t
, (2)
where ∆t is the time step and d the graphene thickness, taken approximately
as the diameter of a carbon atom d = 0.144 nm [44]. Finally, the lattice thermal
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conductivity is obtained using Fourier’s law (equation 1).
We have also tried an alternative method of the conductivity calculation,
consisting in maintaining a fixed temperature difference between the contacts
and calculating the energy flux. In this case temperature profiles can be highly
nonlinear, characterized by abrupt temperature changes at the contacts (result-
ing from a mismatch between the dispersion relation of the fixed temperature
parts and the rest of the system [55]). To avoid the non-physical tempera-
ture kinks, larger contacts have to be considered increasing the simulation time
considerably, for which reason the latter approach was abandoned.
3. Influence of the contacts
In this section we analyze the impact of contact sizes on our results. In
our simulations we found that their size needs to be chosen carefully to obtain
meaningful results. To do so, we consider an armchair GNR with fixed length
LS and width W and vary the contact length LC (see Figure 1 for a schematic
view). We first plot the temperature profile across the system for a fixed value of
LC . In Figure 2(a) one can observe that it is linear and smooth in the interface
between the system and the contacts.
Further we calculate κ as a function of the contact length LC , as displayed
in Figure 2(b). We observe that κ increases with LC and tends to saturate as
LC/LS becomes larger. Figure 2(a) shows that the thermal gradient spans not
only across the ”device” part of the system (the central part of length LS) but
also across part of the contacts. Then the effective length of the system is larger
than LS and varies with LC . Therefore, the thermal conductivity is also contact
size dependent because κ is a length-dependent magnitude in nanometer-sized
graphene nanoribbons [44, 56]. This occurs because the contacts (heat source
and heat sink) cannot be considered as isothermal classical boundary conditions.
Although the average temperature remains constant, there is a temperature
gradient within contacts. They are part of the system, so that vibrational
modes are characterized by the whole dimension and not only by the size of
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Figure 2: (a) Temperature profile and linear fit for an armchair graphene nanoribbon of width
W = 1.2 nm and LS = LC = 8.4 nm. The gray areas represent the contact regions of length
LC . (b) Lattice thermal conductivity κ as a function of the ratio LC/LS for the above
mentioned nanoribbons.
the intermediate zone [57]. In order to avoid any dependence on the length
dimension, the length of the system and the contacts (cold and hot regions) will
be fixed throughout this work so that we take LC = 12.6 nm and LS = 25.4 nm.
4. Thermal conductivity of graphene nanorings
4.1. Role of dimensions
First, we fix T = 300 K and study how the thermal conductivity is affected
by the width of the nanoribbons. Figure 3(a) shows the thermal conductivity for
GNRs and two types of nanorings for widths W up to 6 nm. We refer to these
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as symmetric or asymmetric nanorings depending on the connection between
the nanoring and the nanoribbons forming the leads (see Figure 3). Our results
show that κ monotonously increases with the width W , both for nanoribbons
and nanorings. This is in agreement with previous results [44, 46], where the
same trend was found for armchair nanoribbons at room temperature. It can be
understood as follows. Wider nanoribbons have a larger number of vibrational
modes while the number of edge localized modes does not change. Thus, the
edge effect decreases and κ increases with W . At a threshold width, larger than
the ones considered in this work, κ will reach the value of graphene (2000 −
4000 W/mK[58]) and then stay constant due to intermode scattering arising in
the anharmonic lattice. Although κ also increases with W for nanorings, it
remains lower than for nanoribbons at all W considered by us. We interpret
this as the effect of the mix of different edges, both armchair and zig-zag, that
leads to a mismatch of the vibrational modes [32] and by scattering at the
bends [33, 54]. We note here that an introduction of more asymmetries in the
rings, such as, different widths of the ring arms is expected to increase the
scattering and reduce the conductivity even further.
Although absolute values of κ obtained by NEMD simulations depend on
the choice of interatomic potential, boundary conditions, simulated system di-
mensions and chosen method of imposing heat flux and temperature gradient,
our results remain relevant because we are addressing the relative reduction
of the thermal conductivity due to the nanostructuring.In the lower panel of
Figure 3 the ratio κring/κribbon is plotted, where κribbon is the thermal conduc-
tivity of nanoribbons and κring indicates the lattice thermal conductivity of the
corresponding symmetric/asymmetric ring of the same nanoribbon width. Our
results show that symmetric nanorings reduce the thermal conductivity more
efficiently, reaching only 60% of the nanoribbon with the same width up to
3.5 nm. This can be explained by the existence of more bends in symmetric
rings, leading to a stronger scattering and suppression of the thermal conduc-
tivity. As the nanoribbon width decreases, the mismatch of vibration modes at
different regions become more important and the suppression of κ is stronger.
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Figure 3: (a) Lattice thermal conductivity as a function of width W for armchair ribbons and
rings. (b) Ratio κring/κribbon as a function of the nanoribbon width W .
4.2. Effect of temperature
In this section we analyze the temperature dependence of κ. We take W =
2.5 nm as a typical value of the nanoribbon width and vary the temperature from
100 K up to 1000 K. Classical NEMD simulations are considered valid near and
above Debye’s temperature (TD ≈ 322 K for graphene nanoribbons [45]), where
all vibrational modes are fully excited. At lower temperatures, quantum effects
cannot be neglected. To mitigate this limitation, a quantum correction was
developed using the scheme [45, 59]
TMD =
TD
3
+
2T 3Q
T 2D
∫ TD/TQ
0
x2
ex − 1 dx , (3)
where TMD, TD and TQ are simulation temperature, Debye’s temperature and
quantum corrected temperature, respectively. The corrected thermal conduc-
tivity, κD = κ dTMD/dTQ, is obtained by equating the heat fluxes obtained from
Fourier’s law in the classical (non-corrected) and quantum systems. This correc-
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tion has been implemented in many works, also those studying graphene [45, 59].
However, other works have questioned the validity of these quantum correc-
tions [60]. For this reason, in Figure 4 we plot both the quantum corrected and
uncorrected values of the thermal conductivity. There is no quantum correction
available at low temperatures (shadowed areas in Figure 4) [59]. Our results
show that for the three considered graphene structures, κ first increases very
quickly with T until it reaches a maximum value and then it slowly decreases.
When no quantum correction is considered, the maximum κ value is reached at
lower temperatures. We also find that low temperatures favor a reduction of
the thermal conductivity in rings, both in symmetric and asymmetric configu-
rations (see lower panel of Figure 4). As before, the reduction is stronger for
symmetric rings. For these rings, κ is only about 40% of the conductance of
the corresponding nanoribbon for temperatures near 100 K, and even for tem-
peratures as high as 1000 K symmetric rings cause a significant decrease of the
thermal conductivity (κring < 0.8κribbon).
4.3. Edge disorder and functionalization
Thus far, we have considered ideal nanostructures while imperfections or
disorder, can clearly affect the thermoelectric response. There exist different
sources of disorder, such as charged impurities in the substrate, native defects
and imperfections of the edges. The impact of the latter on the lattice thermal
conductivity will probably be rather significant, especially in nanoscale systems.
Following Refs. [38, 41], in order to estimate a possible impact of the edge
disorder on the heat current, we consider disordered samples in which we delete
carbon atoms from the edges. To do so, carbon atoms are randomly removed
from the zigzag edges with some given probability p. To avoid dangling atoms
in the armchair edges, pairs of neighbor atoms are removed with the same
probability. We find that the thermal conductivity is almost independent of
the exact position of the removed atoms as long as the probability p remains
the same. Even so, results are averaged over five realizations of the disordered
sample.
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Figure 4: (a) Lattice thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for armchair nanorib-
bons and nanorings with W = 2.5 nm. Solid lines represent the quantum corrected value of
the conductivity for each structure. There is no quantum correction available for temperatures
within the shadowed area. (b) Ratio κring/κribbon as a function of temperature T .
Figure 5(a) shows the thermal conductivity of the nanoribbons and nanor-
ings as a function of the probability p when W = 2.5 nm and 300 K. All thermal
conductivities are normalized to the thermal conductivity of the corresponding
perfect nanostructure, denoted by κ0. Our results show that rough edges de-
crease κ in the three studied nanostructures. This is in good agreement with the
results reported in Refs. [30, 46], where it was found that rough edges can cause
a suppression of the thermal conductivity in nanoribbons due to the scattering
of vibrational modes. Furthermore, Figure 5(a) shows nanoribbons would be
the most affected, while symmetric rings would be the least. It is worth men-
tioning that κring(p) < κribbon(p) continues to be true in spite of the already
marked decrease observed for κribbon(p) when increasing p. Figure 5(b) demon-
strates that the thermal conductivity in symmetric rings is about 70% of the
12
Figure 5: (a) Lattice thermal conductivity as a function of the probability of removal (p)
for W = 2.5 nm and T = 300 K. All thermal conductivities are normalized by the thermal
conductivity of the corresponding perfect ribbon or ring (κ0). (b) Ratio κring/κribbon as a
function of the probability of removal (p).
corresponding ribbon conductivity for p = 20% (which is the largest probability
of removal considered in this work).
One major issue regarding heat transport in narrow GNRs is to elucidate
up to what extent would chemical functionalization affect the results. Among
various functional groups, hydrogen has attracted considerable interest in recent
years (see Ref. [50] and references therein). In order to answer this question,
we have conducted further NEMD simulations of GNRs and rings with edges
saturated by hydrogen atoms. We found that the thermal conductivity slightly
decreases as compared to open GNRs and rings of the same size. This finding
seems consistent with NEMD simulations carried out in hydrogenated GNRs [50]
and GNRs with hydrogen termination [46]. The decrease of the thermal con-
ductivity is larger in rings than in GNRs because the larger edge length of the
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formers. However, in both cases the reduction of the thermal conductivity is not
significant and the effects of hydrogen-saturated edges can be safely neglected.
5. Conclusions
We have studied the lattice thermal conductivity of graphene nanorings and
nanoribbons by means of NEMD. We found a significant reduction of the ther-
mal conductivity κlat in symmetric rings, especially for narrow widths and low
temperatures, as compared to uniform GNRs. Even at temperatures as high as
1000 K, our results show a substantial decrease of κlat. The impact of rough
edges on heat transport was also addressed and we concluded that it is higher
in nanoribbons. Nevertheless, the thermal conductivity of disordered nanorings
is considerably smaller than that of nanoribbons at the same magnitude of dis-
order. Therefore, nanorings present two main advantages for exploiting their
thermoelectric properties as compared to nanoribbons. First, quantum interfer-
ence effects enhance the ratio σ/κel and make it much larger than the universal
value predicted by the Wiedemann-Franz law in ohmic metals. Second, the
scattering of vibrational modes at bends yields a strong reduction of the lattice
thermal conductivity κlat, which can probably be further decreased in the case
of more irregular rings having arms of different widths or lengths.
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